Lippincott.) 1955. The aim of this volume is to give the surgeon an account of the anatomy and embryology of the upper abdominal organs. As the author states, "Items have been selected and discussed in such a manner as to give the average surgeon a sense of anatomic security when operating". The book is especially concerned with the detailed distribution of the blood supply to the viscera in the upper part of the abdomen. The numerous variations are profusely illustrated in the many excellent drawings which are a special feature of the atlas.
of Anatomy.
The volume is a fine record of personal observations, correlating them with the investigations of other workers. The comprehensive review of the earlier literature is especially useful. The information on the Embryology, Topographic Relations and Developmental Anomalies of the organs in the upper part of the abdomen is well arranged and will be a useful source of information to the surgeon who requires a concise statement on these topics. There can be no doubt that in view of the extensive surgery now performed on the organs of the upper part of the abdominal cavity, this book will serve a very definite need.
It is only after going through the book carefully that one comes to appreciate fully the magnitude of the task involved in its compilation. This is a useful work and can be recommended without reservation.
The Cytology and Life-History of Bacteria. By K. A. Bisset, D.Sc. 2nd edition.
(Pp. xii + 164; 68 illustrations. 25s.) Edinburgh and London: E. & S. Livingstone Ltd. 1955. In the five years that have passed since the first edition of this work there have been some notable advances in the subject, and considerable attention has been paid to these in the second edition which now consists of 164 as compared with 136 pages. The number of illustrations has increased from 43 to 68. As before, the style is simple and the words used unambiguous and carefully chosen, while the illustrations are again first class. The main criticism of the earlier edition was that many sections contained somewhat dogmatic statements with little reasoned discussion on the evidence for and against their acceptance. This fault is still present, but it would be fair to say that many parts of the subject are dealt with in a more objective way than previously and that more generous recognition has been given to the work of others-notably the interesting work of Tomcsik on differential staining of different cell components by the use of specific antisera. The author himself makes a plea for a more critical attitude towards cytological evidence and wisely condemns the "uncritical reliance of a single worker or a small group upon a single method".
Bacterial cytology no longer moves on purely morphological lines and it is becoming increasingly clear that future advances demand the closest collaboration between cytologists, geneticists, biochemists and others. As Dr. Bisset puts it, "although little has so far been done to correlate genetical and cytological information, a gratifying degree of mutual support has already been observed".
The excellent quality of the figures has already been mentioned, but the (presumably deliberate) lack of reference to them in the text considerably lessens their value, since it is seldom possible to see exactly which appearance is illustrated in which figure. The same criticism applies with equal force to the method of presenting the references. In spite of Dr. Bisset's vigorous defence of the system, it does multiply references unnecessarily, and yet they are seldom to be found in the right place at the right time, at least by someone who is not already familiar with the details of the literature. Company Ltd. 1955. The revised edition of this already popular work will be welcomed by the medical and nursing professions. The section on breast feeding has been elaborated and exceptionally well illustrated, and that on artificial feeding has been brought up to date with particular attention paid to the avoidance of underfeeding. A notable addition is the chapter on QQ
